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How to create a CR
Michael Sanders, PT SMG, (last updated 29/08/98)

1)
Open the CR cover sheet with MS word.


2)
Fill out all areas that are relevant on the CR cover sheet - only the areas that have yellow shading shall be filled out. See Annex A of these instructions for further detail. 


3)
Open the specification to which you wish to make a change. Ensure that you are using the latest version of the specification to make the change. The directory:



http://docbox.etsi.org/tech-org/smg/document/smg/specs/


contains the latest available versions of all releases of all GSM and UMTS specifications. Do a "save as" with a file name related to the tdoc number. If the formatting looks incorrect (most easily noticed by the fact that there is no space between paragraphs), it may be because you do not have the correct style sheet in your MS word style directory. For "new style" deliverables, the style sheet is ETSIW_70.dot and for old style deliverables, it is ETSIW_60.dot or ETSIW_61.dot. These can be download from the ETSI server at:



http://www.etsi.org/edithelp/newtempl.htm   and      http://www.etsi.org/edithelp/oldtempl.htm


4)
Go to the beginning of the heading of the first subclause which you want to change. Press <CTRL><SHIFT><HOME> to select everything before that point and delete it.


5)
Switch to the window in MS word that contains you CR cover sheet and do a <CTRL>A   <CTRL>C to select and copy the entire sheet (including the section break at the end). Switch back to the other window and paste it in.


6)
Between group of changed pages in the CR, insert a section break (insert / break / next page/)


7)
When all the changes have been made (using the revision marking feature of MS Word), the headers and page number should be corrected. Do this by changing to page layout mode (view / page layout) to see the headers. If the pages of the CR show a normal specification header, go to step 8. If the headers contain text like "Error, no text of specified style in document" or "error, reference not found" you have a new style spec and so should correct the header. Go to the menu item "view / header and footer", select the frame that contains the error message and delete it. Do this for both error messages. Do not delete the page number. On the left side, write the text for example "GSM 11.11 version 7.0.0 1998-07". Go back to normal view.


8) 
For each group of changes, insert the correct starting page number. The number should be that which is a clean unmodified specification. It is a guide to the reader only and so they can be +/- 1 page number. Insert the page number using the following method. Go to the line following the first section break in you CR. choose the menu item insert / page number / format / start at and insert the correct starting page number for that group of changes. click "OK" and then "CLOSE" (don't press "OK" at this last step). Repeat this step for each section break.


9)
When you have finished making all changes, turn off "Mark Revisions" otherwise the page numbers in the headers will be difficult to read.


Examples of expressions of prevision in ETSI specifications


Please ensure that any changes proposed adhere to the following rules:


SHALL: To be used to indicate a requirement. e.g. "The ME shall reset the SIM" is correct Do not use "The ME resets the SIM" or "the ME must reset the SIM"


SHOULD: To be used to indicate recommendation. i.e. if, among several possibilities one is recommended as particularly suitable, without mentioning or excluding others, or that a certain course of action is preferred but not necessarily required, or that (in the negative form) a certain possibility or course of action is deprecated but not prohibited.


MAY: To be used to indicate permission. To be used instead of phrases such as "is permitted", "is allowed" or is permissible". The opposite of "may" is "need not".


CAN: To be used to indicate possibility and capability. To be used instead of phrases such as "be able to", "there is a possibility of" or "it is possible to".


Visit the EditHelp page on the ETSI server (http://www.etsi.org/EditHelp/ ) for further practical information about ETSI deliverables, including the ETSI drafting rules.


ANNEX A   
The CR cover sheet


This annex provides further information on how to fill out the cover sheet of a CR.


The header:


a)
The header, including the committee or working party (e.g. ETSI SMG9 UMTS working Party), the tdoc number (to be obtained from PT SMG) and the meeting location and date.


The title box:


b)
The change request number. This is a 4 character string unique for each specification. It starts with an A and followed by 3 digits e.g. A123. This is allocated by the PT SMG project manager of the relevant STC.


c)
The GSM/UMTS specification number (e.g. 09.02). The ETS/EN/TS number shall not be used.


d)
The SMG plenary number to which this CR will be submitted to if it gets agreed at the STC  meeting. (e.g. #27 for the October '98 SMG plenary, #28 (Feb 99), #29 (June 99) or #30 (October 99). If the specification in question is only under STC change control (there are not currently many specification under this regime), the STC meeting number shall be used instead.


e)
for approval/for information: one box only shall be marked with an "X"


f)
Strategic / non-strategic. one box only shall be marked with an "X". The default is "non-strategic" but it is the chairman of the STC responsible for the specification who shall decide.


Proposed change affects:


g)
At least one box shall be marked with an "X"


Work item:



h)
The name of the GSM phase 2+ or UMTS work item for which the CR is relevant.


Source:


h)
The company name of the author of the CR. If the CR has already been agreed at a subgroup/working party meeting, the subgroup name should be used instead. (the working party tdoc number should also be included)


Subject:


I)
One line (only) of text that describes the subject of the CR. Details should be put under "reason for change"



good examples:
"Clarification to FETCH command"






"Alignment of operation and parameter names"



recently used



bad examples:
"correction"






"editorial correction"






"correction to GSM xx.yy"






"various improvements"


Category and release:


j)
Choose one category only. Note that except under special circumstances, category B (addition of feature) and category C (functional modification of feature) can only be done to a current release of the specification. i.e. after the release 98 has been frozen (SMG #28) only category F changes may be submitted.


k)
The release to which this CR applies. Note that if you make a correction to a release 96 specification, other CRs shall also be made for the release 97 and release 98 version if they exist.


Reason:


l)
This should be 1 to 10 lines of text that describes in further detail the reasons why the change is necessary and / or how the change is done.


Clauses Affected:


m)
Each subclause that is affected by the change should be listed here. New subclause number can be followed by " (new) ".


Other specs affected:


n)
Other releases of the same spec: if, for example this is a release 97 CR but there is also a CR for R98, it should be listed here. The format for listing other CRs is, for example, 11.14-A123.



Other core specifications: to be used if the CR is linked to a CR for another specification.



MS test specifications: to be used if a change is needed to GSM 11.10.



BSS test specifications: to be used if a change is needed to the 11.2x series.



O&M specifications: to be used if a change is needed to the 12 series specifications.
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ETSI
8	UMTS Core Network
NOTE 1:	The term performance refers in this clause to the resource level usage and reliability of the UMTS core network.
NOTE 2:	SMG1 does not use the (circuit switched) notion of call to define UMTS phase 1 core network capabilities. If SMG12 decides to use this notion to fulfil SMG1 requirements, it shall be noted that it is not required for phase 1 UMTS core networks to support calls with multiple connections. Multiple connections for a single mobile could be realised through several calls.
In the first phase of UMTS, the UMTS core network capabilities are a superset of the phase 2+ release 99 GSM core network capabilities. The additional requirements for the phase 1 UMTS core network are the following :
1)	The phase 1 UMTS core network shall support circuit switched data service capability of at least 64 kbit/s per user. This shall not limit the user from choosing lower data rates.
2)	The phase 1 UMTS core network shall support packet switched data service capabilities of at least 2 Mbit/s peak bit rate per user. This shall not limit the user from choosing lower data rates.
3)	The phase 1 UMTS core network shall enable set-up, re-negotiation and clearing of connections with a range of traffic and performance characteristics. It shall be possible to apply traffic policing (e.g. connection admission control, flow control, usage parameter control...) on a connection during its set-up and lifetime.
4)	The phase 1 UMTS core network shall support a range of traffic and performance characteristics for connectionless traffic.
5)	The range of traffic and performance characteristics that shall be supported by the phase 1 UMTS core network for connection oriented and connectionless traffic shall be at least those of GPRS phase 2+ release 99. This means that the support of the full set of bearer services defined in TS 22.05 section 5.2 to 5.4 is not required for the phase 1 UMTS core network.
6)	Point to multipoint communication configurations as defined in TS 22.05 shall be supported by the phase 1 UMTS core network.
7)	The phase 1 UMTS core network shall allow one mobile termination to handle more than one bearer service simultaneously and to have bearer services of different connection modes. It is nevertheless expected that the terminal and network capabilities will put some limitations on the number of bearer services that can be handled simultaneously. It shall be possible for each connection to have independent traffic and performance characteristics. It shall be possible for each connectionless message to have independent traffic and performance characteristics.
8)	The number of simultaneous call offered to the user shall be limited by subscription to the network operator. This should be implemented by appropriate mechanisms.
9)	With the multicall service , CW, CALL HOLD and MPTY services can be offered simultaneously.  Service scenarios(i.e. the combination of bearer capabilities or tele-services) to be provided.
108)	In order to facilitate the development of new applications, it shall be possible to address applications to/from a phase 1 UMTS mobile termination in connection oriented and connectionless traffic modes (e.g. the notion of Internet port).

